WHAT WE DO

DHG IT Advisory provides risk-based assessment and advisory services designed to help organizations understand the nature of data transmitted and processed within their IT environment. Our professionals advise on processes and procedures needed to achieve compliance with transparency and consumer rights requirements of privacy regulations.

Our privacy program advisory services help address all aspects of compliance requirements, including:

+ Data Discovery and Processing Inventories
+ Compliance Gap Analysis
+ Policy and Procedure Enhancement
+ Breach Notification Advisory

WHY CHOOSE DHG

Our firm maintains a forward-thinking and credentialed team with significant experience assessing and advising on cybersecurity and data privacy requirements across all industries. We serve as strategic advisors to our clients and are committed to helping address complex data privacy issues. Our experience with current and emerging privacy frameworks, third-party risk management processes and complex IT environments establishes our team as trusted advisors to our clients.
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WHY CHOOSE DHG?

As the privacy landscape continues to evolve and more stringent regulations are passed, we help our clients anticipate potential compliance issues and prioritize resources to meet data privacy objectives.

protecting consumer personal information

As consumer concern over the protection of personal information increases, legislators have begun to prepare comprehensive legislation around the privacy of consumer data. The Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) are landmark regulations designed to give consumers transparency into how their data is used, and limit what organizations can do with their data.

OUR OFFERINGS

+ Compliance assessment and advisory services associated with privacy laws and regulations:
  » Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
  » Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS)
  » California Consumer Protection Act (CCPA)
  » HIPAA Privacy Rule
  » Federal and State Data Breach Notification Rules
+ Microsoft Supplier Security & Privacy Assurance (SSPA) Data Protection Requirement (DPR) assessment
+ Record of Processing Activity (ROPA) assistance
+ Third-Party Risk Management advisory and assessments
+ Network security assessments and Penetration Testing
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